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Genomic sequencing projects have generated a phenomenal amount of information, and the next step is to
define the biological function of each gene encoded in the genome. Since many genes are either essential
or pleiotropic, conditional control of gene function is required. Protein splicing is a post-translational process
that excises an intein from a precursor protein and leaves an intact functional protein. A temperature
sensitive intein is modified to splice at permissive temperatures, but not at non-permissive temperatures.
Temperature sensitive inteins are therefore promising tools for conditionally controlling gene function simply
by changing temperatures. Previously isolated temperature sensitive intein alleles were not well
characterized or optimized. Here we generated and characterized a set of new temperature-sensitive
inteins that can be used as a universal tool for dissecting gene functions. These new temperature sensitive
inteins work at different temperature ranges; they can therefore be applied to organisms favoring different
optimal living temperatures.
 
